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Amazon Continues World Domination,
Announces Future Plans For Second $5 Billion
Headquarters
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Around the world, architects are updating their portfolios, mayors are devising
PowerPoints, and billionaire Jeff Bezos’s cell phone is blowing up. In an unusual
move, Amazon announced plans to invest $5 billion for a second U.S. headquarters
in a city that wins the bid. The Seattle-based company has unveiled its “HQ2
Request for Proposal” (www.amazon.com/amazonHQ2) from which local and state
government leaders can launch their charm offensive.
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Amazon is hardly eschewing criticism that it’s hell-bent on world domination—at least, based on its 
voracious retail appetite. First, Amazon founder/CEO Bezos purchased The Washington Post ($250 
million), then the e-commerce giant bought Whole Foods ($13 billion), and rumors swirl about a 
Nordstrom buy. What will Amazon consume next—Apple, Orange County, Cherry Hill, Coconut Grove?

Like Apple, the company is so successful it must reinvest some of its outrageous profit and continually 
reinvent itself. Amazon’s second quarter 2017 sales rose 25% to $38 billion. This follows the first 
quarter’s 23% jump to $35.7 billion, and last year’s fourth quarter boost to $43.7 billion. Yes, consumers 
are buying a lot of stuff online.

Amazon chief Jeff Bezos at an Emmy Award after party in 2016.(Photo by Tommaso Boddi/AFP/Getty Images)
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“The impact that a company the size and scale of Amazon can make upon a city is incredibly exciting,” 
says Christian Robert (AIA, NCARB, LEED AP), co-founding principal of R&A Architecture + Design, who 
expects Amazon to push the limits with HQ2. “It’s a compelling challenge to foster and support the 
company’s culture of innovation and disruption through architecture. A well-suited design will allow
Amazon to keep pace with growth while preparing for the inevitable workplace implications of the mobile 
and AI technologies it continues to develop.” 

So why not drop a 5-bill on a new operational complex in a prime location? The future HQ2 headquarters 
(in an urban or suburban metro area with strong technical talent and at least one million people) will be 
a “full equal” to Amazon’s Seattle headquarters, ultimately staffing 50,000 employees with “high-paying 
jobs,” the company promises. The Amazonian investment will also create tens of thousands of jobs in 
construction and related industries, and “generate tens of billions of dollars in additional investment in 
the city where Amazon HQ2 is located,” according to Bezos.

Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of Amazon.com, bought The Washington Post in 2013. (Photo by Paul J.

That roar you hear isn’t Hurricane Irma, it’s American mayors scrambling to snag Amazon’s dangling HQ2 
carrot. Sacramento mayor, Darrell Steinberg, has already publicly expressed his city’s intention to make a 
pitch for HQ2. Architects are chomping at the bit too.

“Amazon is a welcome partner to any community and their interest in a downtown urban solution for 
HQ2 is a forward thinking alternative to the typical low-rise suburban tech sprawl we’ve seen elsewhere,” 
says Brian M. Koshley, (AIA) global director of interior architecture with San Diego-based Carrier John-
son + CULTURE. “The success Amazon has created in South lake Union has been nothing short of
revolutionary for Seattle. Their target worker demographic (millennials) gravitate to downtown urban 
living so it’s no surprise Amazon is considering this approach.”



Amazon bought organic supermarket chain Whole Foods Market for $13.7 billion. (Photo by Saul Loeb/AFP/Getty

Amazon is no longer exclusively dating Seattle, it’s original headquarters and first love. The company is ex-
ploring its options and playing the field. So let the speed dating commence. Imagine the HQ2 dating profile:

Large, mall-phobic, über powerful corporation seeking a sweetheart deal—a longterm commitment 
in a business-friendly city with a sunny disposition. Promise to shower you with attention and virtually 
anything you wish, delivered overnight or same day via drone (eventually). Seeking a companion city not 
intimidated by size, wealth nor limitless ambition. Must be comfortable with fame, fortune, new jobs, and 
original TV shows “Goliath” and “Transparent.”

A 855,000-square-foot Amazon fulfillment warehouse in Sacramento. (Photo by Justin Sullivan/Getty Images)



A worker prepares packages at an Amazon warehouse in Brieselang, Germany. (Photo by Sean Gallup/Getty Images)

The potential impact of Amazon’s HQ2 decision is huge. NASDAQ is giddy (Amazon stock initially rose 
1.21% after the announcement), the Internet is ablaze, and random cities are prepping to go all-in for 
this Amazon Prime jackpot. A virtual casino will land in the lap of the winning city—an instant economic 
boost local politicians will surely exploit. Amazon’s HQ2 could virtually rescue Detroit; Camden, New Jer-
sey; Flint, Michigan; or West Virginia coal mine regions all by itself.

For its Seattle headquarters, Amazon invested $5.1 billion in capital and operational expenditures. The 
company estimates its investments in Seattle from 2010 through 2016 contributed $38 billion to the 
city’s economy—with every Amazon dollar invested generating $1.4 for the city’s overall economy.

Practical architects are intrigued but they caution a 50,000-person headquarters is a significant urban 
planning challenge for the winning city to absorb. They wonder how such a huge project will impact infra-
structure, local traffic congestion, housing, construction, labor force, etc.

Amazon Fresh produce delivery trucks in California. (Photo by Kevork Djansezian/Getty Images)



“I would ask that Amazon be a considerate, good neighbor, instead of imposing itself onto existing 
communities or ‘disrupting’ a community (in tech terms),” says William Wong (AIA, LEED AP), an associate 
and designer of corporate workplaces at New York-based firm Spacesmith. “[Amazon] can muscle its 
way into online book sales and organic supermarkets with low margins, but I hope it doesn’t apply that
mindset to design, architecture, and the fabric of whichever community it winds up in. Before cities 
and states trip over themselves trying to throw tax cuts at Amazon, I hope they remember their own 
constituents’ needs [while] attracting new businesses.”

Amazon Go grocery store in Seattle. (Photo by David Ryder/Getty Images)

Muscle is a good word considering Amazon’s robust and ambitious track record. Amazon is doubling 
its Chicago office, while AmazonGo, AmazonFresh, and fulfillment warehouses pop up everywhere 
like dollar stores. That’s not counting Amazon Studios, the corporation’s entertainment arm. The 
e-commerce company revolutionized consumer buying habits and radically altered brick-and-mortar
retail. Much of the world is nervous about that, even though we love online convenience.

Actor Jeffrey Tambor accepts Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Comedy Series for ‘Transparent,’ an Amazon



Architects agree, HQ2’s winning design will be extra special. There’s a chance it could even change the 
corporate landscape. The only clue we have so far?—big, high tech and expensive.

“The headquarters might look futuristic like the Jetson’s—drones, robots, etc., says Clark Manus (FAIA), 
CEO of Heller Manus and past AIA president. “Flexible and adaptable will be key elements. The west 
coast is the most logical location and high population density will certainly a factor.”

Amazon warehouse before ‘Black Friday’ and ‘Cyber Monday’. (Photo by Matt Cardy/Getty Images)

Koshley agrees. “San Diego would be a perfect location for HQ2. The city’s interest in attracting tech to 
downtown has been on-going and predates Amazon’s announcement,” he says. “Couple that with the 
wealth of talent that exists here, and the feeder institutions like UCSD, San Diego State, and USD, just to 
name a few, it makes San Diego an ideal location.”

Then again, San Diego is the ideal location for everything—except the NFL’s Chargers. Here’s hoping 
Amazon finds a city match it loves.


